Once you've reduced the device shape to the required size, add 3mm bleed to the top of the shape before making the clipping mask.
Environmental liability

Environmental products are offered on Evanston paper (rated ‘A Excellent’ by A.M. Best) and are marketed through an exclusive network of appointed wholesale brokers. Markel offers up to $15m in limits of liability.

Coverages

• General liability
• Contractors pollution liability
• Professional liability
• Environmental impairment liability

Can be offered as stand-alone coverage or packaged in any combination; world wide coverage extension available

• Follow form excess
  a) Supported excess - underlying Markel primary products shown above
  b) Unsupported excess - for towered and layered placements for qualified opportunities seeking excess capacity over large complex placements

General liability

Targeted business

• Contractors and consultants who provide predominantly environmental services
• Manufacturers and distributors with environmental exposures arising out of their facility or their products
• Environmental labs and testing facilities

Contractors pollution liability

Targeted business

• All types of contractors including generalists, trade, artisan, or environmental
• Coverage provided for lead, asbestos, mold, and transportation pollution liability

Program features

• Can be written as a ‘wrap’ as either owner or contractor-controlled insurance programs (OCIPs and CCIPs)
• Available as either primary or as unsupported excess
• Occurrence or claims-made and reported form available
• Available as annual or multi-year term on both practice or project specific basis
• Emergency response is triggered by calling 855-44-CLAIM (855-442-5246)

Environmental professional liability

Targeted business

• Environmental engineers and consultants
• Remediation professionals
• Air quality and industrial hygiene consultants

Program features

• Available as either primary or unsupported excess
• Claims-made and reported form

Environmental impairment liability (EIL)

Targeted business

• Manufacturing, commercial, industrial, habitational, and municipal facilities
• Product recall and products pollution available by endorsement

Program features

• Available as either primary or unsupported excess
• Claims-made and reported form
• Menu driven coverage form allowing flexible approach on each risk
• Coverage, limits, and attachment point can be tailored for each site on portfolio accounts
• Available as annual or multi-year term
• Emergency response is triggered by calling 855-44-CLAIM (855-442-5246)

Maximum limits of liability

$15,000,000

Minimum premium

$2,500

Markel regions

Markel Mid South
Plano, TX
469-241-3400
Submissions:
midsouth@markelcorp.com

Markel Midwest
Chicago, IL
847-572-6000
Submissions:
midwest@markelcorp.com

Markel Northeast
Red Bank, NJ
732-224-0500
New York, NY
646-929-5699
Submissions:
northeast@markelcorp.com

Markel Southeast
Richmond, VA
804-747-0136
Alpharetta, GA
678-935-5700
Submissions:
southeast@markelcorp.com

Markel West
Woodland Hills, CA
818-595-0600
San Francisco, CA
415-490-4600
Scottsdale, AZ
480-951-4363
Submissions:
west@markelcorp.com
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